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Abstract. Satisfiability checking aims to develop algorithms and tools for checking the satisfiability of existentially quantified logical formulas. Besides powerful SAT solvers for solving propositional logic formulas, sophisticated SAT-modulo-theories (SMT) solvers are available for a wide range of theories, and are applied as black-box engines for many techniques in different areas. In this paper we give a short introduction to the theoretical foundations of satisfiability checking, mention some of the most popular tools, and discuss the successful embedding of SMT solvers in different technologies.

1 Introduction

First-order-logic is a powerful modelling formalism frequently used to specify problems in different areas like verification, termination analysis, test case generation, controller synthesis, equivalence checking, combinatorial tasks, scheduling, planning, and product design automation and optimisation, just to mention a few well-known examples. Once the problem is formalised, algorithms and their implementations are needed to check the validity or satisfiability of the formulas, and in case they are satisfiable, to identify satisfying solutions. Algorithms to solve this problem are called decision procedures.

In mathematical logic, in the early 20th century some novel decision procedures were developed for arithmetic theories. With the advent of computer systems, big efforts were made to provide automated solutions in form of practically feasible implementations of decision procedures. In the area of symbolic computation, this development led to computer algebra systems supporting all kinds of scientific computations. Another line of research, satisfiability checking [10], started to focus on the more specific aim of checking the satisfiability of existentially quantified logical formulas.

For Boolean propositional logic, which is known to be NP-complete, in the late ’90s impressive progress was made in the area of satisfiability checking, resulting in powerful SAT solvers. The first idea used resolution for quantifier elimination [30], but it had serious problems with the explosion of the memory requirements with increasing problem size. A combination of enumeration and Boolean constraint propagation [29] brought important enhancements. Another major improvement was achieved by a novel combination of enumeration, Boolean constraint propagation and resolution, leading to conflict-driven
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clause-learning and non-chronological backtracking [50]. Later on, this impressive progress was continued by novel efficient implementation techniques (e.g., sophisticated decision heuristics, two-watched-literal scheme, restarts, cache performance, etc.). Also different extensions are available, for example QBF solvers for quantified Boolean formulas, Max-SAT solvers to find solutions which satisfy a maximal number of clauses, or #SAT solvers to find all satisfying solutions of a propositional logic formula. State-of-the-art SAT solvers are able to solve such impressively large propositional logic problems that they became not only applicable in industry, but one of the most important engines in, e.g., hardware verification.

Driven by this success, the satisfiability checking community started to enrich propositional SAT solvers with solver modules for different theories. Nowadays, sophisticated SAT-modulo-theories (SMT) solvers are available for a wide range of theories like equalities and uninterpreted functions, bit-vector arithmetic, floating-point arithmetic, array theory, difference logic, (quantifier-free) linear real/integer/mixed arithmetic, and (quantifier-free) non-linear real/integer/mixed arithmetic. Latest research led also to functional extensions, going beyond satisfiability checking for existentially quantified formulas towards providing an unsatisfiable core for unsatisfiable input problems, proof of unsatisfiability, solving quantified formulas, and solving optimisation problems. Some solvers also exploit parallelisation to make use of multi-core hardware architectures.

The strength of SMT solvers is that they offer fully automated push-button solutions. Thanks to efficient data structures and elaborate search heuristics, their increasing efficiency is coupled with increasing popularity and success in applications. An important enabling factor to applications was the introduction of a standard input language SMT-LIB [8] with a first release in 2004, which allows users to specify their problems in the standard language and to feed it to different solvers to find the optimal tool for a given purpose.

The standard also enabled the collection of reference benchmark sets and the start of annual competitions [7]. The first competition took place in 2005 with 12 participating solvers in 7 divisions (theories, theory combinations, or fragments thereof) on 1360 benchmarks, which increased in 2015 to 21 solvers competing in 40 divisions on 154238 benchmarks in the main track. All these activities contributed to the consolidation of an SMT solving community and to the visibility of the SMT-solving technologies. Nowadays, SMT solvers are widely used and are key components of many techniques in different academic and industrial areas.

In the following we give a short introduction to the theoretical foundations of satisfiability checking in Sect. 2, give a nutshell-overview about state-of-the-art SMT solvers including our own SMT solver SMT-RAT in Sect. 3, and discuss the efficient embedding of SMT solvers in different technologies in Sect. 4. We conclude the paper in Sect. 5. For further reading on SMT solving we refer to, e.g., [9, 46].
Fig. 1. Example theory constraints from some logics that are included in the SMT-LIB standard language. The involved operators are: $f, g, h$ are uninterpreted functions; $|$ and $\&$ are bit-wise or and and, respectively; finally, for arrays $\text{write}(a, i, v)$ is the array $a$ after setting its $i$th field to $v$, whereas $\text{read}(a, j)$ stays for the $j$th field of $a$. For readability, the examples are not in SMT-LIB syntax, e.g., they use infix notation.

### 2 Satisfiability Checking

Satisfiability checking aims at automated solutions for determining the satisfiability of existentially quantified first-order-logic formulas. Such formulas are Boolean combinations of theory constraints, where the form of the theory constraints depends on with which theory we instantiate first-order logic. For example, existentially quantified non-linear real arithmetic formulas can be built from polynomial equalities and inequalities, and their Boolean combinations. Some example theory constraints from different theories that are included in the SMT-LIB standard input language are depicted in Fig. 1. Exemplarily, we mention also two combined theories in the last two rows.

#### 2.1 SAT Solving

Before we discuss SAT-modulo-theories solving for checking the satisfiability of quantifier-free first-order-logic formulas, we first make a short excursion to SAT solving. SAT solvers implement decision procedures to check the satisfiability of propositional logic formulas, being the Boolean combinations of atomic (Boolean) propositions.

Here we only explain the DPLL-style SAT solving algorithm, which is implemented in most state-of-the-art SAT solver technologies. The input formula
The DPLL algorithm has three main ingredients:

1. To explore the state space, the algorithm iteratively makes decisions, i.e., it iteratively assigns truth values to some heuristically chosen propositions.

2. After each such decision, the algorithm applies Boolean constraint propagation (BCP) to determine further variable assignments that are implied by the last decision.

3. If BCP leads to a conflict, i.e., if the value of a proposition is implied to be true as well as false at the same time, conflict-driven clause-learning and non-chronological backtracking [50] are applied: The algorithm follows back the chain of implications and applies resolution [30] to derive a reason for the conflict in form of a conflict clause, which is added to the solver’s clause set. Backtracking removes previous decisions and their implications until the conflict clause can be satisfied.

If the input has clauses consisting of a single literal, these literals will be directly assigned. Therefore, the algorithm starts with BCP, as show in Fig. 2, to detect implications. If BCP leads to a conflict, the algorithm tries to resolve the conflict. If the conflict cannot be resolved, the input formula is unsatisfiable. Otherwise, if the conflict was successfully resolved, the algorithm backtracks and continues with BCP. If BCP could be completed without any conflicts, a new decision will be made if there are any unassigned propositions. Otherwise, a satisfying solution is found.

Example 1. Assume as input the CNF \((a) \land (\neg a \lor b) \land (c \lor d) \land (\neg b \lor c \lor \neg d)\). First \(a\) is set to true. BCP implies by the second clause that \(b\) must be true in order to complete the current partial assignment to a full satisfying solution. As no conflict appeared and there are still unassigned variables, a new decision will

Fig. 2. The DPLL framework
be made. Assume that this decision assigns \texttt{false} to \(c\). BCP will assign \texttt{true} to \(d\) based on the third clause, however, now the fourth clause is conflicting. Resolution applied to the last two clauses will result in the conflict clause \((\neg b \lor c)\), which is added to the clause set. Backtracking removes the last decision, and BCP implies that \(c\) must be \texttt{true}. As all variables are assigned, a complete solution if found and the algorithm returns SAT.

The above algorithm is complete for propositional logic. It should be noted that many further optimisations were proposed, which led to major improvements, but cannot be discussed here.

### 2.2 SMT Solving

To check the satisfiability of quantifier-free first-order-logic formulas with an underlying theory (or combined theories [54]), \textit{SAT-modulo-theories (SMT)} solvers can be applied. \textit{Eager} SMT solving approaches translate the input formula to a satisfiability-equivalent propositional logic formula, whose satisfiability can be decided using a SAT solver. In the following we focus on \textit{lazy} SMT-solving approaches.

Lazy SMT solvers combine a SAT solver with one or more \textit{theory solvers}. Thereby the SAT solver handles the input formula’s logical structure and is responsible for finding solutions for the \textit{Boolean skeleton} of the input formula, which is gained by substituting fresh propositions for the theory atoms. To be able to check the consistency of theory atoms, the SAT solver communicates with the theory solvers, which implement decision procedures for the underlying theory.

Figure 3 illustrates the lazy SMT solving framework. The SAT solver iteratively searches for a satisfying solutions for the Boolean skeleton. During its search, it consults the theory solver(s) to check whether the current Boolean assignment is consistent in the theory. To do so, it collects all theory constraints whose abstraction proposition is \texttt{true} and appears non-negated in the formula, and those whose abstraction proposition is \texttt{false} and appears negated in the formula. The resulting theory constraint set is sent to the theory solver(s), which checks whether it is consistent. In the \textit{full} lazy approach, this communication takes place only for full Boolean solutions, whereas in the \textit{less} lazy approach usually after each conflict-free BCP execution.

If the constraints are consistent in the theory and the SAT solver’s assignment is already complete then a satisfying solution is found for the input formula. If the constraints are consistent but the Boolean assignment is not yet complete, the SAT solver continues its search. Otherwise, if the theory constraints are conflicting, the invoked theory solver returns an \textit{explanation} for the conflict.
The explanation is often an infeasible subset \(\{c_1, \ldots, c_n\}\) of the theory solver’s input constraints, which leads to a tautology \((\neg c_1 \lor \ldots \lor \neg c_n)\), whose abstraction can be added to the SAT solver’s clause set. As the newly added clause is conflicting, conflict resolution is applied and the SAT solver continues its search in other parts of the search space.

**Example 2.** Assume as input the linear real-arithmetic formula

\[(x - y > 10) \land (x + y = 4 \lor x = 2y \lor x < y)\]

with Boolean abstraction

\[(a) \land (b \lor c \lor d)\].

Assume that the SAT solver’s current assignment is \(a = \text{true}, b = \text{false}, c = \text{true}\) and \(d = \text{true}\). The constraint set \(\{x - y > 10, x = 2y, x < y\}\) is sent to a theory solver, which reports back inconsistency. A possible explanation is \(\{x - y > 10, x < y\}\), whose abstraction \((\neg a \lor \neg d)\) assures that in the further search either \(a\) or \(d\) will be set to false.

The above-described approach clearly separates the Boolean search and theory solving. There are also other approaches in which Boolean and theory solving are more closely integrated.

First SMT solvers addressed more light-weight theories like equality logic and uninterpreted functions. Aiming at program verification, theories for arrays, bit-vectors and floating-point arithmetic followed. Nowadays there are also highly tuned SMT solvers for linear arithmetic theories. Latest developments also allow solving non-linear arithmetic problems [26, 41], quantified formulas, optimisation problems [13], and exploit parallelisation [70].

## 3 SMT Solvers

The aforementioned SMT competitions [7] compare the abilities of participating SMT solvers on SMT-LIB benchmark sets. The latest results from 2015 [64] give a good overview of state-of-the-art solvers and their range of applicability. Table 1 shows a rough survey of these solvers for existentially quantified logics. There is a large number of further SMT solvers, which did not participate in last year’s competition. Other SMT solvers under active development, which we are aware of, are Alt-Ergo [25] and iSAT3 [34, 62]. Further examples for SMT solvers are Ario, Barcelogic, Beaver, clasp, DPT, Fx7, haRvey, ICS, LPSAT, MiniSmt, Mistral, OpenCog, RDL, SatEEn, Simplices, Simplify, SMCHR, SONOLAR, Spear, STeP, SVC, SWORD, and UCLID.

SMT-solver technologies cover a wide range of theories and their combinations. The embedding of theory decision procedures into the SMT solving context requires not only a deep understanding of the individual decision procedures, but also a careful software design. We illustrate how an SMT solver can be designed to support a broad range of logics, and how a user of such a solver can exploit the
Table 1. An overview of the SMT solvers for solving quantifier-free logical formulas that participated in SMT-COMP 2015 (for the naming of the logics see Fig. 1 and the SMT-LIB page [8]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solver</th>
<th>Website</th>
<th>Supported SMT-LIB logics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AProVE</td>
<td>aprove.informatik.rwth-aachen.de</td>
<td>NIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boolector</td>
<td>fmv.jku.at/boolector</td>
<td>ABV, AUFBV, BV, UFBV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CVC4</td>
<td>cvc4.cs.nyu.edu</td>
<td>All not involving FP</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MathSAT5</td>
<td>mathsat.fbk.eu</td>
<td>All not involving integers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenSMT2</td>
<td>verify.inf.usi.ch/opensmt2</td>
<td>UF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>raSAT</td>
<td>github.com/tungvyx/raSAT</td>
<td>NIA, NRA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMTInterpol</td>
<td>github.com/ultimate-pa/smtinterpol</td>
<td>All not involving BV, FP, NRA and NIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMT-RAT</td>
<td>github.com/smtrat/smtrat/wiki</td>
<td>BV, LIA, LIRA, LRA, NIA, NIRA, NRA, UF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STP</td>
<td>stp.github.io</td>
<td>BV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>veriT</td>
<td><a href="http://www.verit-solver.org">www.verit-solver.org</a></td>
<td>All not involving BV, FP, NRA and NIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yices2</td>
<td>yices.csl.sri.com</td>
<td>All not involving FP and NIA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Z3</td>
<td>z3.codeplex.com</td>
<td>All</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

versatility, on the example of our SMT-RAT [26] solver. SMT-RAT’s focus is on non-linear arithmetic. It adapts algebraic decision procedures to the needs of SMT solving and exploits powerful combinations of these procedures. Currently, it offers SMT-compliant implementations of the Fourier-Motzkin variable elimination, the simplex method [28], interval constraint propagation [36,39], methods based on Gröbner bases [68], the virtual substitution method [69], the cylindrical algebraic decomposition method [24], and a generalised branch-and-bound method. Additionally it provides a DPLL-style SAT solver as well as several preprocessing modules.

In SMT-RAT, all these procedures – including the SAT solver and preprocessing modules – are implemented in encapsulated modules, which share a common module interface. This modularisation allows for a strategic combination [52] of these solver modules: whenever a module is unable to solve a specific problem, it can forward the problem – or sub-problems – to other modules that might be better suited for the given task.

The strategic combination of solver modules is governed by a user-defined SMT-RAT strategy. Basically, a strategy is a directed tree, whose nodes are solver module instances, and whose edges are labelled with conditions. These conditions are evaluated in the context of a formula; an example for such a condition could
be that the formula is linear, or that the maximal degree of polynomials in the formula is at most 2.

Figure 4 illustrates how such a strategy drives the solving procedure. A dedicated initial module (the root of the tree) receives the input formula and starts processing. If an executing module wants to pass on (sub-)problems to other modules, the conditions on the edges to its children are tested whether they hold for the given (sub-)problem. For each edge, if its condition holds, the child module will be invoked to solve the (sub-)problem. If a call to a child-module terminates, the calling module uses the returned result to continue its solving process. Note that this way also parallel execution can be implemented. Note furthermore that also the child modules can invoke further modules on their (sub-)problems.

In this framework, we can easily generate and test novel combinations of solving techniques, extend the range of supported logics, or employ parallel execution without the need to modify the previous implementation. Given a module that implements a certain decision procedure, it can be directly embedded within a strategy and thus participate in the overall solving process. Still, it does not save us the burden of handling the combination of two or more different theories. Theory combination schemes like Nelson-Oppen [54] are not yet implemented in SMT-RAT which is why it only supports a relatively small number of individual logics.

4 Applications

After the previous introduction to satisfiability checking and SMT solvers, let us turn to applications. In the following we mention some applications from the most popular areas. SMT solvers are employed in such a wide context that we cannot claim completeness, not only regarding single applications, but even regarding the application domains.

Program Verification. The perhaps most prominent SMT application example is program verification. In this area, the success of explicit model checking is complemented with symbolic and deductive approaches.

Bounded model checking [11] can be used to unroll the transition relation and to generate, for increasing path lengths, formulas that state the existence of a
property-violating path. SMT solvers can be used to check the involved formulas for satisfiability, \textit{i.e.}, to determine whether counterexamples exist. Whereas the basic approach cannot prove correctness but is rather suited to find counterexamples, it can be extended with, \textit{e.g.}, $k$-induction to be able to prove the correctness of programs.

\textit{Deductive verification} approaches generate verification conditions; if these conditions hold, the program is provably correct. In this context, SMT solvers can be used to check whether the verification conditions hold. Further methods related to, \textit{e.g.}, invariant generation, interpolation and predicate abstraction can be invoked to increase the verification success.


\textbf{Symbolic Execution.} Besides static analysis, SMT solvers are also used for \textit{symbolic execution}. For example, the Avalanche tool [3] was developed to identify input data that reproduces critical bugs and vulnerabilities in programs. The tool is based on the Valgrind dynamic instrumentation framework. It analyses the target program by tracing and produces modified input data sets (corresponding to different execution paths) from the collected data. Finally, every possible execution path in the target program is traversed and checked for critical runtime defects. This way, buggy traces can be identified from a single test case.

\textbf{Test-Case Generation.} Due to the growing size of software, verification is not always applicable. Though the importance of thorough testing is undisputed among software engineers, crafting meaningful \textit{test cases} remains a complex task. An ideal set of test cases should cover every possible code path and be reasonably concise and readable.

SMT-solving can be of help also in this area. The basic idea is similar to that of bounded model checking: we can encode paths with certain properties, \textit{e.g.}, assuming that certain branches are followed or that certain loops are executed a given number of times, and use SMT solvers to find paths satisfying the given requirements. The work [19] reports on a successful application to generate test cases that cover most of the source code of the GNU Coreutils which “arguably are the single most heavily tested set of open-source programs in existence”. The resulting code coverage was improved significantly and ten individual new bugs were found, therefrom three existing since at least 1992. Another approach for automated test case generation with SMT solving and abstract interpretation is proposed in [56].

\textbf{Superoptimiser Compiler Backends.} In the area of compiler construction, \textit{superoptimisation} techniques assist to find optimal instruction sequences that
are semantically equivalent to the original code fragment. The tool **Souper** [65] uses an SMT solver to automatically find optimisations missed by LLVM (low-level virtual machine) bit-code optimisers. Another work from this area is [57], where a simulator is used to evaluate the correctness of a candidate program on concrete test cases. If a candidate passes all test cases, the search technique verifies the equivalence of the candidate program and the reference program on all possible inputs using an SMT solver.

**Termination Analysis.** An important question in formal verification is whether a given program terminates. Though this question is undecidable in general, an active field of research has emerged on finding provable upper bounds on the runtime of a program. Usually, finding such complexity bounds requires solving non-linear integer problems. SAT and SMT techniques are routinely used by all leading termination analysis tools, for example **AProVE** [37], **TTT2** [45] or **NaTT** [71].

**Program Synthesis.** The paper [66] presents an SMT-based approach for component-based program synthesis. In this work, the synthesis problem is reduced to a satisfiability checking problem and an SMT solver is employed to synthesise bit-vector manipulation programs, padding-based encryption schemes, and block cipher modes of operations.

**Planning.** Planning as satisfiability was introduced in the area of artificial intelligence by Kautz and Selman in 1990 for domain-independent planning. This approach was limited to asynchronous discrete systems expressible in propositional logic, therefore SAT solvers could be applied. Later the approach was extended with numeric state variables and continuous time. Both of these extensions include integer- and real-valued state variables, which cannot be effectively handled by SAT solvers. As described in [59], SMT solvers can successfully solve such problems, but one needs to pay attention that the problem encoding is done carefully. To mention some further examples, SMT solvers in the area of planning were also applied for sequential numeric planning [61]. Another example is the work [38] which combines planning as satisfiability and SMT to perform efficient reasoning about actions that occupy realistic time. SMT solving for integrated task and motion planning is discussed in [53].

**Scheduling.** Many practical problems involve the scheduling of some tasks or processes. Oftentimes, their nature is not only combinatorial but also involves arithmetic constraints. For example, we might need to consider running times or certain resource demands in order to satisfy deadlines or to assure that enough memory is available for execution. SMT solvers, being designed to handle both combinatorial as well as arithmetic aspects, have been applied for numerous scheduling problems. The work [14] uses SMT solvers to solve resource-constrained project scheduling problems, where minimum as well as maximum delays between tasks are considered. Other examples are, e.g., [2, 27, 58, 72].

**Cloud Applications.** With the rise of cloud platforms, web applications have become much more flexible regarding scalability. However, designing a cloud
application that consists of multiple components – for example database back-
ends, webservers and a load balancer – poses the question, how many individ-
ual components are needed and how they shall be distributed among virtual
machines. This problem has been solved in the Zephyrus tool [20] by the employ-
ment of constraint solving techniques. Based on an ongoing work of the authors
with the tool developers we can state that SMT solvers equipped with linear
optimisation are a valuable addition for such applications and can outperform
previously used solutions. Implementing optimisation techniques for SMT solvers
has seen a lot of progress in the last few years, for example in [13, 49, 63], thus
we expect further interesting applications in domains that are so far dominated
by constraint programming techniques.

Another work [12] is devoted the analysis of cloud contracts, which cap-
ture architectural requirements in datacenters. The contracts are checked using
the SecGuru tool, which is based on SMT solving and models network configu-
rations in bit-vector arithmetic. SecGuru was also used to automatically validate
network connectivity policies [40].

Hybrid Systems Reachability Analysis. Hybrid systems are systems with
mixed discrete-continuous behaviour, typical examples being physical plants
whose behaviour is controlled by a discrete controller. While the controller senses
the plant state and executes control actions in a discrete manner, the dynamic
state of the plant evolves continuously. For such systems, reachability analysis
can be applied to assure that the plant never reaches any critical states.

One way to employ SMT solving technologies for reachability analysis is, simi-
larly to programs, bounded model checking. However, as the dynamic behaviour
is usually modelled using differential equations, the invoked SMT solvers need
to be able to deal with the theory of differential equations. Suitable solvers for
this task are dReach [23, 44] and iSAT-ODE [33]. Beyond reachability analysis, the
recent work [4] shows how various verification problems for complex synchro-
nous hybrid PALS (physically asynchronous, logically synchronous) models can
be reduced to SMT solving.

5 Conclusion

In this paper we gave a short introduction to SAT and SMT solving, discussed
software design issues, and gave a number of SMT-solving applications.

The research area of satisfiability checking is highly active. New results and
novel software engineering solutions constantly improve the power and the prac-
tical applicability of solver technologies. This holds not only for the efficiency, but
also for the functionality of SMT solvers: Latest developments show that SMT
solvers can also be successfully extended to handle, e.g., quantified formulas or
optimisation problems.

We expect this trend to be continued, on the one hand because there are
still unused potentials (for example through building closer interactions with
the symbolic computation community to improve on non-linear arithmetic theo-
ries [1]), and on the other hand because there is still a wide variety of problems,
whose solutions could be improved by using SMT solving.
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